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All is related, you see
Sun, soil, water and the tree
The earth, the moon, the ocean and the tide
The top and the bottom, the front and the side

Teacher, taught, question and answer
Time and distance, before and after

The heart and the muscle
The lung and the breath
The birth and the day
The year and the death

Power, war and money, please
Stress and greed, pollution and disease
Fear and the feared, the frightened man
Win and lose, the excited fan

We’re all one, yet we’re apart
Can we be still heart to heart?

What we’re about we soon will be
Why do we care so much about the me?
The tree is growing to it’s natural beauty
We’re all here for our natural duty

Hey – let’s talk about the good things
The good things we’ve got
Let’s talk about it and let’s make love
Air, wind, words and sound
The ideal, desire, search and found
The giver, the taker, the candlestick maker
Tradition and ritual, spiritual faker

We’re all in one yet we’re apart
Can we be still heart to heart?